A series of spatial wave images recorded by a conventional marine radar is analyzed to determine the three-dimensional E(kx, ky, co) spectrum. In the absence of a surface current the spectral energy in this three-dimensional wave number frequency space will lie on a shell defined by the dispersion relationship.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, considerable interest has been shown in the application of remote sensing techniques to the measurement of ocean waves and currents. These studies have largely dealt with the use of three forms of radar systems: SAR (synthetic aperture radar) [Alpers, 1983] , SLAR (side-looking aperture radar) [McLeish and Ross, 1983] , and HF (high-frequency) radar [Barrick et al., 1977] . Because of the size of the antennas required, HF radar has only been deployed as a land-based system. SAR and SLAR systems, however, have been sucmssfully used in aircraft and orbiting satellites, thus allowing large areas of the oceans to be scanned.
In addition to these widely reported remote sensing techniques, some limited interest has also been shown in the use of conventional marine imaging radar for the collection of ocean data. Ijima et al. [1964] and Wright [1965] were among the first to report the use of such radar for imaging ocean waves.
Ouclshoorn [1960], Willis and Beaumont [1971], EyreChOy et al.
[1973], and Mattie and Harris [1979] have also reported wave images obtained by radar. These researchers visually inspected the radar images to obtain estimates of the mean wave direction, wave length, and period. ftoogeboom and Rosenthal [1982] and Ziemer et al. [1983] have extended these early findings by digitizing the radar images and finding their two-dimensional Fourier transforms.
They have shown that the two-dimensional spectrum of the digitized radar image is similar to the spectrum obtained from conventional buoy data. In addition, the spectral value at each wave number appears to be a well defined. function of the corresponding value of the directional wave spectrum. Hence it appears that such radar systems can be successfully used to tletermine the directional properties of waves and perhaps even the full directional spectrum.
A major problem exists in the interpretation of twodimensional wave number spectra, whether they be obtained from ship radar or any other imaging system, since a 180 ø directional ambiguity exists in the resulting spectra. For relatively simple wave spectra this ambiguity can be removed by assming that the mean wave direction will be dosely related to the wind direction. For more complex sea conditions, where there may be waves propagating at large angles to the wind, or if the wind direction is unknown, such a method is no longer applicable.
Atanassov et al. [thi• issue] have shown that the directional ambiguity can be removed by the use of two images, separated
by a short time interval, together with knowledge of the dispersion relationship for gravity waves. In this study an analysis technique is developed for a full time series of radar images; each taken at a successive revolution of the radar antenna. By using this series of images, the three-dimensional energy density spectrum E(k•, ky, (o) can be found.
Since, in the limit of linear theory, surface waves exhibit a uniquely defined dispersion relationship between Ikl and to, the energy density in three-dimensional wave number frequency space has nonvanishing values only on the two-dimensional shell defined by this dispersion relationship. As an application of the analysis technique, experimental data i• analyzed to determine the oceanic current that causes a Doppler shift in the dispersion relationship for the surface waves.
RADAR IMAGING OF WAVES
The fact that marine radars give returns from ocean waves has been known for many years. Indeed, such returns (sea clutter) can pose a serious problem in marine navigation [Watson-Watt, 1978 ], as they can obscure echoes from small objects such as buoys. Indeed, special sea clutter controls are fitted to most commercial radar systems to facilitate the suppression of the returns from waves. Figure 1 shows by atmospheric ducts and surface waves [Brekhovskikh, 1960] . Although these uncertainties as to the mechanisms which cause imaging of ocean waves by marine radar place limitations on determining the transfer function between the surface wave spectrum and the radar spectrum, other properties such as wave direction, frequency, and phase speed can still be obtained. 
The variance spectrum can be defined in terms of the Fourier 
T• I•L•NCE OF S•FACE C•NTS
As a first-order approximation it can be assumed that gravity waves will follow the dispersion relationship In interpreting spectral estimates it is necessary to determine their statistical significance. The three-dimensional radar spectrum presented in Figure 4 is the raw spectrum obtained from the data without any averaging. Hence each of the spectral estimates will have a chi squared probability distribution with only two degrees of freedom [Jenkins and Watts, 1968] . Therefore the standard deviation of the spectral estimates •1t be as large as the true spectral values. Such a large random error would be unacceptable for most applications but is r•0 great hindrance in this situation, as the spectrum has only been used to determine at which wave number frequency vee tors there is energy significantly above the background no:to. 
